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A Ribosome Without RNA
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Department of Biochemistry, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand

It was Francis Crick who first asked why the ribosome contains so much RNA,

and discussed the implications of this for the flow of genetic information from DNA

to protein. Remarkable advances in our understanding of the ribosome and protein

synthesis, including the recent publication of two mammalian mitochondrial ribosome

structures, have shed new light on this intriguing aspect of evolution in molecular

biology. We examine here whether RNA is indispensable for coded protein synthesis,

or whether an all-protein “ribosome” (or “synthosome”) might be possible, with a protein

enzyme catalyzing peptide synthesis, and release factor-like protein adaptors able to

read a message composed of deoxyribonucleotides. We also compare the RNA world

hypothesis with the alternative “proteins first” hypothesis in terms of their different

understandings of the evolution of the ribosome, specifically whether ribosomal protein

synthesis carried out by RNA might have been preceded by an ancestral form of

nonribosomal peptide synthesis carried out by protein enzymes.

Keywords: ribosome evolution, RNA world hypothesis, ribosomal proteins, nonribosomal peptide synthesis,

NRPS, protein release factor-like adaptors, messenger DNA, proteins first hypothesis

INTRODUCTION

The RNA world hypothesis—that RNA once functioned as the principal biological catalyst and
informational storage molecule—proposes that many of the roles played by RNA in modern
biochemistry are leftover relics of this ancient period (Atkins et al., 2011; Bernhardt, 2012), with
its ancestral enzymatic activities mainly superseded by protein catalysts with higher catalytic
efficiencies (Doudna and Lorsch, 2005; but see Jeffares et al., 1998 and further discussion below),
and its informational role largely assumed by DNA, with the latter’s greater chemical stability
at neutral pH (Ferris and Usher, 1983). Despite the molecular complexity that is now provided
by DNA and protein, RNA remains essential for information flow from DNA to protein in
contemporary molecular biology. Remarkably, it is still the dominant macromolecule in protein
synthesis, leading Crick (1968) to question almost 50 years ago why RNA plays such an important
role. Intriguingly, early work by McCarthy and Holland (1965) demonstrated that the ribosome
is able to utilize single-stranded DNA as a template for protein synthesis, raising the question of
whether RNA is essential even for this established role as an intermediate in the flow of genetic
information from DNA to protein (Crick, 1970). In the light of the remarkable advances in our
knowledge of the ribosome in atomic detail, including the recent structures of the human (Amunts
et al., 2015) and porcine (Greber et al., 2015) mitochondrial ribosome, we reexamine the question
as to why RNA still plays such a key role in protein synthesis.

AN ALL-PROTEIN “SYNTHOSOME”?

Anticipating by nearly two decades the RNA world hypothesis (Gilbert, 1986), Crick thought
the most significant reason for ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and transfer RNA (tRNA) was that
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“they were part of the primitive machinery for protein synthesis”
(Crick, 1968; italics in the original). However, despite the
likelihood that RNA was the exclusive macromolecule of the
first proto-ribosome (Bokov and Steinberg, 2009), ribosomal
proteins now constitute a significant proportion (30–70% by
mass) of contemporary ribosomes, and they play an essential
role in ribosomal assembly and in stabilizing the rRNA in an
active conformation. In performing these functions, ribosomal
proteins form a wide diversity of molecular interactions, not
only with rRNA but also importantly with other ribosomal
proteins within the ribosome. Of all ribosomes, mammalian
mitochondrial ribosomes (mitoribosomes) have the highest
proportion of protein (70% of total mass), and recently
published structures demonstrate a corresponding increase in the
proportion of intermolecular interactions involving ribosomal
proteins, including intersubunit bridges critical for the ratcheting
of the two subunits relative to each other during translocation
(Amunts et al., 2015; Greber et al., 2015). Moreover, a key
RNA–RNA interaction in bacterial protein synthesis between
rRNA and the Shine-Dalgarno sequence in mRNA (Nakamoto,
2009) has been replaced in mitoribosomes. Critical for the
initiation of translation in bacterial ribosomes, in mitoribosomes
there is instead most probably an interaction between the
mRNA and a ribosomal protein with the ability to bind single-
stranded RNA (Amunts et al., 2015; Greber et al., 2015). These
two examples indicate that the increase in the proportion of
protein in the mammalian mitoribosome has resulted in the
takeover by ribosomal proteins of some functions carried out by
rRNA in the bacterial ribosome—the probable ancestor of the
mitochondrial ribosome (Davidov and Jurkevitch, 2009). Could
a ribosome-like architecture eventually be constructed without
RNA entirely and still retain the important interactions critical
for protein synthesis? Certainly, many contemporary cellular
macromolecular assemblies are composed solely of protein;
for example—from the other end of the life of the protein—
the protein-degrading proteasome, which at 2 MDa has the
same molecular mass as the bacterial ribosome (Tomko and
Hochstrasser, 2013). Nevertheless, the compelling efficiency of
RNA base pairing to achieve important functional outcomes
seen in the ribosome is also found in other contemporary
macromolecular complexes like the spliceosome (Hang et al.,
2015; Yan et al., 2015).

In a remarkable display of intuition, and despite there
being no supporting experimental evidence, Crick proposed that
RNA at one time may have provided the catalytic function of
ribosomal peptide bond synthesis—but thought it unlikely RNA
still did so because a “a protein could do the job with greater
precision” (Crick, 1968). Prior to resolution of the ribosome
structure, the idea of a protein catalytic function was shared
by many—indeed numerous studies aimed at identifying the
catalytic ribosomal protein and residues within it involved in the
peptide bond mechanism (Sumpter et al., 1991). Subsequently,
an X-ray structure of the large ribosomal subunit in 2000
revealed peptide bond synthesis was catalyzed at a universally
conserved region of the large subunit rRNA peptidyl transferase
centre (PTC) (Ban et al., 2000), although the highest resolution
structure of the region suggests the N-terminal amino group of
ribosomal protein L27 may now influence the proton shuttle

involved in the bacterial mechanism (Polikanov et al., 2014).
Nevertheless, there are numerous examples of protein enzymes
that are able to catalyze peptide bond formation, most notably
the condensation domains of the megaenzyme nonribosomal
peptide synthetases, which, like the PTC, exhibit a somewhat
relaxed specificity, being able to accept a range of peptide
substrates (Marahiel, 2009). For these reasons, and despite the
subtlety and complexity exhibited at the catalytic domain of
the contemporary ribosome (Polikanov et al., 2014), an all-
protein version of the ribosome—a “synthosome”—would appear
feasible.

PROTEIN ADAPTORS?

The reason protein adaptors have not taken over the role of
tRNAs in decoding the messenger RNA (mRNA) may be that,
“for tRNA, protein may not be able to do such a neat job in such a
small space” (Crick, 1968). However, proteins are able to function
in this small space, namely the protein release factors (RFs)
involved in the termination of protein synthesis (Capecchi, 1967;
Caskey et al., 1968). Decoding RFs mimic the shape of tRNA,
occupying the binding site of aminoacyl-tRNA on the ribosome
and reaching both decoding and catalytic sites (Tate et al., 1990;
Klaholz et al., 2003; Rawat et al., 2003; Scarlett et al., 2003). These
proteins specifically read the standard stop codons—UAA, UAG,
and UGA—through a number of specific hydrogen bonding
interactions between the RNA bases and amino acid residues on
major and minor RF protein recognition loops at the decoding
site of the small ribosomal subunit (Korostelev et al., 2008; Young
et al., 2010a). These interactions subsequently trigger hydrolysis
at the catalytic PTC of the large ribosomal subunit and release
of the completed polypeptide, facilitated by the backbone amide
NH group belonging to a conserved glutamine at the tip of the
RF interacting at the PTC (Santos et al., 2013). This “release”
function may have been originally carried out by a deacylated
tRNA (Zavialov et al., 2002), and therefore would represent an
example of a protein taking over a decoding role from RNA in
ribosomal protein synthesis. An alternative possibility is that it
is a newly evolved function, with protein termination originally
occurring by ribosomal “fall off” resulting from the absence
of a tRNA in the ribosomal A site. The lack of sequence and
structural homology between bacterial and eukaryote/archaeal
release factors strongly supports a more recent evolution of these
proteins, following the divergence of the bacterial and archaeal
lineages. The three stop codons decoded by cytoplasmic RFs are
restricted to having U in the first position. In order to form
a more general protein-based decoding system, more generic
RF-like adaptors would need to recognize other codons as well.
In this regard, there is evidence that an RF variant is able to
catalyze hydrolysis—albeit with reduced activity—in response to
the lysine codon AAG (Young et al., 2010b; although, see Duarte
et al., 2012). Regardless, there seems no reason a priori why an
RF with suitably modified recognition loops should not be able
to recognize other codons. Certainly, the remarkable accuracy
of stop codon decoding demonstrated by RFs (Freistroffer et al.,
2000), suggests it might be possible to have a set of RF-like protein
adaptors that would decode all 64 codons with the required
specificity.
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Although modern RFs are able to bind at the aminoacyl-
tRNA binding site of the ribosome, they are still somewhat
larger than tRNA. Therefore, the fitting of two such protein
adaptors on adjacent codons might be difficult, although
this could be facilitated with some molecular “paring” of
the adaptors, and perhaps also by some further “bending” of
the message to increase the dihedral angle between codons
in the decoding site. Even a simple variant of a bacterial RF
with the conserved glutamine substituted by serine or cysteine
could allow attachment of an activated amino acid through a
side-chain ester or thioester linkage, as occurs in ribosomal and
nonribosomal peptide synthesis, respectively; these activated
amino acids would be the building blocks for peptide bond
synthesis catalyzed by the proposed “synthosome.”

In Figure 1 we depict what coded protein synthesis might
look like on an all-protein “synthosome” with sites for RF-like
protein adaptors. Peptide bond synthesis might utilize an active
site histidine for general base catalysis. It is envisaged that the
geometry of the active site on the “synthosome” would enforce
unidirectional peptide bond synthesis coupled to unidirectional
translocation of protein adaptors between adjacent adaptor-
binding sites. This might be accomplished by these sites having
graduated binding strengths, in combination with restricted
access to the “synthosome” binding sites, so that the protein
adaptors have to enter and exit from opposite sides (in Figure 1

this is shown as being from the right- and left-hand sides of the
“synthosome,” respectively), as is the case with tRNAs and the
contemporary ribosome.

COULD DNA REPLACE RNA AS THE
MESSAGE?

Could the proposed “synthosome” utilize DNA as a message?
DNA has largely replaced RNA as an informational storage
molecule in modern biological systems, with some notable
exceptions such as RNA viruses and viroids. Could the role of
mRNA—the main informational molecule in ribosomal protein
synthesis—be replaced by DNA? In prokaryotes, where there
is minimal downstream processing of the primary messenger
transcript, this might be possible, although in eukaryotes the
presence of introns would be a significant hurdle to overcome.
As described above, Crick (1970) discussed the direct transfer
of genetic information from DNA into protein as a special
case, relying as it does on the presence of aminoglycoside
antibiotics. However, bacterial RFs are able to read a deoxyribose-
containing UAA stop codon in the absence of aminoglycosides,
and to promote hydrolysis at nearly the same rate as with the
standard ribose-containing equivalent (Youngman et al., 2007),
supporting our proposed schema of a system of RF-like adaptors
decoding a messenger DNA, as shown in Figure 1.

WHY HAS AN ALL-PROTEIN
“SYNTHOSOME” NOT YET EVOLVED?

If a ribosome without RNA is possible, why has it not yet evolved?
Crick’s answer was that an all-protein ribosome would be “too
expensive,” because RNA is “cheaper” for the cell to make than

FIGURE 1 | A “ribosome” without RNA. Three protein adaptors (purple,

cyan, and red) have adjacent sites on an all-protein “synthosome” (gray), and

decode a messenger DNA (orange). An amino acid (blue sphere) and peptide

chain (colored spheres) attached to a serine or cysteine residue of an RF-like

protein adaptor could undergo directional peptide synthesis catalyzed by an

active site histidine of the “synthosome.” The small arrow indicates the

direction of transfer of the peptide chain between adaptors, and the large

arrows indicate the direction of movement of adaptors and messenger DNA

through binding sites on the “synthosome.” Based on the crystal structure

(PDB4V67) of RF2 decoding a stop codon in the A site in the ribosomal

termination complex (Korostelev et al., 2008).

protein; also, a ribosome made solely of protein would require
even more ribosomes for its synthesis, increasing the energetic
load on the cell and slowing down replication (Crick, 1968).
Indeed, in growth-phase bacteria, synthesis of ribosomal proteins
is a significant burden, constituting ∼24% of total protein
synthesis (Gausing, 1974). RNA is also energetically cheaper
to make than DNA, as deoxyribonucleotides are produced
from ribonucleotides by reduction of the ribose 2′-OH. This
reduction requires a pair of electrons which are donated by
NADPH, equivalent to an extra energy expenditure of ∼three
molecules of ATP for each deoxyribonucleotide (Schultz and
Chan, 2001). Nevertheless, the cell does invest hugely in making
deoxyribonucleotides for information storage.

Could a protein enzyme catalyzing an enhanced rate of
peptide bond synthesis increase the efficiency of ribosomal
protein production? On the contemporary ribosome, peptide
bond synthesis is not the rate-limiting step; accommodation of
the aminoacyl-tRNA in the ribosomal A site, which involves
checking of the fidelity of the codon–anticodon interaction
followed bymovement of the aminoacyl arm of the tRNA into the
catalytic center, is rate determining. Therefore, currently there
may be no evolutionary benefit from an increase in the rate of
the catalytic step of peptide bond formation. This may explain
why the PTC, with its comparatively modest catalytic efficiency,
has not had its RNA replaced by a more highly efficient protein
enzyme; Jeffares et al. (1998) have argued persuasively that RNA
catalysis has been maintained through evolution in reactions
involving large substrates, where the rate of reaction is ultimately
determined by the rate of diffusion.
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François Jacob (1977) famously described evolution as a
“tinkerer.” This term seems especially apt when considering
the ribosome’s patchwork composition, and indeed its unique
structure may make fundamental evolutionary change difficult.
Nevertheless, the recent mitoribosome structures (Amunts et al.,
2015; Greber et al., 2015) demonstrate that further replacement
of rRNA (and rRNA functions) by ribosomal proteins is possible,
and suggest that eventual replacement of tRNA by protein
adaptors—and perhaps even mRNA by a DNA message—might
also occur. On the other hand, the mammalian mitoribosome
has steadfastly retained two universal functions of rRNA: RNA-
based peptide bond synthesis by the PTC (Greber et al., 2014),
and decoding by the small ribosomal subunit RNA (Greber et al.,
2015).

RNA WORLD OR “PROTEINS FIRST”?

An alternative to the RNA world hypothesis—sometimes
described as “proteins first”—proposes that proteins/peptides
predated RNA in evolution (Kurland, 2010). According to this
hypothesis, the significant presence of RNA in ribosomal protein
synthesis is not an ancestral hangover from an RNA world, but
rather due to positive evolutionary selection for RNA because
of its superiority over proteins for these functions (which
presumably were originally carried out by proteins—see below
for more discussion of this point). While this may be a good
argument in terms of mRNA, it does not explain the presence of
rRNA, in particular its role in catalyzing peptide bond synthesis,
but also the fact that there is so much of it (as an aside, it is
somewhat ironic that the proteins first hypothesis argues that
the significant presence of RNA in the modern ribosome is
due to its superiority over protein for these functions, while
a central component of the RNA world hypothesis is that the
almost complete absence of ribozymes in modern biology is
due to the general catalytic superiority of proteins over RNA!)
It is certainly true that RNA appears to be an ideal carrier of
information, due to the fact that base pairing provides a means of
precise reading and replication. In contrast, protein replication
would appear to be limited to a small number of sequences and
structures, such as the α-helical coiled coil (Lee et al., 1996)
and amphiphilic β-sheet peptides (Bourbo et al., 2011). In both
cases, the ability to self–replicate would appear to result from
the presence of helical surfaces or sequences comprised of
alternating hydrophilic/hydrophobic residues, in what amounts
to a simple binary coding system. Prions, an example of naturally
occurring self–replicating proteins, likewise exhibit a limited
form of replication in which peptide structure—but not sequence
information—is transmitted. Shapiro has argued persuasively
that the spontaneous generation of an RNA replicator molecule
is extremely unlikely to have played a role in the origin of life
(Shapiro, 2000), and this holds equally for a protein replicator
molecule. Indeed, a process of bootstrapping would appear to
be required, possibly involving selection for chemical stability
within assemblages of protein (Dyson, 1982; Kauffman, 1993)
and/or (proto–) RNA molecules (Lehman, 2008; Yakhnin,
2013; Bernhardt and Sandwick, 2014), through proteolytic
degradation of unstructured peptide regions, or recombination

reactions catalyzed by ribose hydroxyls with energy provided
by the phosphodiester bond, respectively. Ultimately,
however, RNA replication was required in order for life to
evolve.

Harish and Caetano-Anollés (2012) have proposed that
protein synthesis catalyzed by protein enzymes—as occurs in
nonribosomal peptide synthesis—preceded ribosomal protein
synthesis in evolution. The key difference between the two is that
ribosomal protein synthesis is an open, programmable system
which is able to synthesize a potentially infinite number of
protein sequences from a relatively small set of building blocks at
a single active site able to bind multiple substrates. By contrast,
nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs) represent closed,
preprogrammed megaenzyme systems which synthesize specific
peptides of ≤20 residues out of a much larger heterogeneous
set of monomers, utilizing multiple active sites. Setting aside the
disproportion between the number of residues in NRPSs and the
peptides they produce—cyclosporin synthetase, a multi–modular
1.4 MDa protein consisting of ∼15,000 residues, synthesizes a
cyclic peptide of only 11 residues, a not-insignificant >1000-
fold discrepancy (Poole, 2011)—not to mention the problem of
how these enzymes would have been synthesized in the first
place, there is also the question of which more likely represents
the ancestral system. We have previously proposed the RNA
world evolution of coded ribosomal protein synthesis from
an earlier noncoded system (Bernhardt and Tate, 2010), and
others have made similar proposals. In contrast, the evolution
of multiple protein NRPSs to produce a diverse range of
protein enzymes would appear to necessitate a vastly longer
timeframe. For while the ribosome represents a single entity
(or at most a group of two or three as is the case in non-
photosynthetic and photosynthetic eukaryotes respectively), a
far larger number of NRPSs would have been required to
produce the multitude of proteins necessary to maintain a
cellular metabolism. In contemporary biology it is the ribosome
that produces the thousands of protein enzymes essential for
metabolism, while NRPSs are responsible for production of
only relatively few secondary metabolites. To the authors at
least, it seems more probable that the NRPSs were a later
arrival, possibly evolving initially as an alternative to the
ribosome for specialized synthesis with an expanded range of
building blocks. Additional features such as further modifying
these building blocks and even forming cyclic and branched
products would provide diversity (Marahiel, 2009), and perhaps
an ability to produce toxins able to evade normal host
defenses.

CONCLUSION

Regardless of whether RNA arose prior to proteins in evolution
or vice versa, it is clear that it is better suited for programmable
protein synthesis. Whether the omnipresence of RNA in the
ribosome represents one of the last hangovers from an ancient
RNAworld, or conversely is due to positive selection for its ability
to support the synthesis of coded proteins, it appears unlikely that
we will be witnessing the complete disappearance of RNA from
protein synthesis anytime soon!
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